Learn synonyms to demonstrate range of vocabulary

Here are a few tips to improve your vocabulary:

- cars ➔ automobiles ➔ vehicles

Good knowledge of synonyms will help you in all IELTS papers.

Don’t repeat words from the exam question

Use less common vocabulary

less common vocabulary

Use less common vocabulary to be more precise in meaning – for example these words appear similar but have subtle differences in meaning:

- Teacher ➔ Instructor
- Coach ➔ Facilitator

Collocation & word families

Remember the way words are used together, and avoid typical mistakes, such as:

He was guilty of committing a crime.

making

Use the correct WORD FORMATION

Economical ➔ Economic

Economically ➔ Economics

Nowadays every economy is struggling.

Before you finish your essay...

check your writing

• Errors
• Add in a wider range of language

Look out for other videos & downloads on IELTS Speaking & Writing.